The proliferation of massive open online courses (MOOCs) demands an effective way of personalized course recommendation. The recent attention-based recommendation models can distinguish the effects of different historical courses when recommending different target courses. However, when a user has interests in many different courses, the attention mechanism will perform poorly as the effects of the contributing courses are diluted by diverse historical courses. To address such a challenge, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning algorithm to revise the user profiles and tune the course recommendation model on the revised profiles. Systematically, we evaluate the proposed model on a real dataset consisting of 1,302 courses, 82,535 users and 458,454 user enrolled behaviors, which were collected from XuetangX-one of the largest MOOCs in China. Experimental results show that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art recommendation models (improving 5.02% to 18.95% in terms of HR@10).
Introduction
Nowadays, massive open online courses, or MOOCs, are attracting widespread interest as an alternative education model. Lots of MOOCs platforms such as Coursera, edX and Udacity have been built and provide low cost opportunities for anyone to access a massive number of courses from the worldwide top universities. The proliferation of heterogeneous courses in MOOCs platforms demands an effective way of personalized course recommendation for their users.
The problem can be simply formalized as given a set of historical courses that were enrolled by a user before time t, we aim at recommending the most relevant courses that will be enrolled by the user at time t + 1. We can view the historical enrolled courses as a user's profile, and the key factor of recommendation is to accurately characterize and model the user's preference from her profile. Many state-of-the-art algorithms have been proposed to model users' preferences in different ways. For example, when ignoring the order of the historical courses, we can adopt the factored item similarity model (FISM) (Kabbur, Ning, and Karypis 2013) to represent each course as an embedding vector and average the embeddings of all the historical courses to represent a 11.50 9.63 3.32 3.00 0.39
Linear Algebra Figure 1 : A motivating example of course recommendation. The scores on top of the historical courses are the attention coefficients calculated by NAIS and the scores on top of the target courses are the recommendation probabilities predicted by NAIS (He et al. 2018) . The goal of this paper is to remove the courses with few contributions in a prediction as much as possible.
user's preference. To capture the order of the courses, we can input a temporal sequence of the historical courses into the gated recurrent unit (GRU) model (Hidasi et al. 2016) and output the last embedding vector as the user preference. However, the model fidelity is limited by the assumption that all the historical courses play the same role at estimating the similarity between the user profile and the target course. To distinguish the effects of different courses, attention-based models such as neural attentive item similarity (NAIS) (He et al. 2018 ) and neural attentive session-based recommendation (NASR) can be used to estimate an attention coefficient for each historical course as its importance in recommending the target course.
Although existing attention-based models improve the recommendation performance, it still poses unsolved challenges. Firstly, when a user enrolled diverse courses, the effects of the courses that indeed reflect the user's interest in the target course will be diluted by many irrelevant courses. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a recommendation result calculated by NAIS (He et al. 2018) . The score on top of each historical course represents the calculated attention coefficient 1 . The real target course "Big Data Systems" is not successfully recommended in the top 10 ranked courses. Although the major contributing historical courses like "Data Structure", "Operation System" and "Programming Foundation" are assigned relatively high attention coefficients, their effects are discounted by many other categories of courses such as psychology, physics and mathematics after aggregating all the historical courses by their attentions. Secondly, even if no historical courses can contribute in predicting a random target course, each historical course will still be rigidly assigned an attention coefficient, which may cause the random target course ranked before the real target one, as demonstrated by the random course "Financial Management" in Figure 1 . In summary, the historical noisy courses that make small or even no contributions may disturb the prediction results significantly, even if they are assigned small attention coefficients.
To deal with the above issues, we propose to revise user profiles by removing the noisy courses instead of assigning an attention coefficient to each of them. The key challenge is that we do not have explicit/supervised information about which courses from the history are noises and should be removed. We propose a hierarchal reinforcement learning algorithm to solve it. Specifically, we formalize the revising of a user profile to be a hierarchical sequential decision process. A high-level task and a low-level task are performed to remove the noisy courses, under the supervision of the feedback from the environment that consists of the dataset and a pre-trained basic recommendation model. Essentially, the profile reviser and the basic recommendation model are jointly trained together. Our contributions include:
• We propose a novel model for course recommendation in MOOCs, which consists of a profile reviser and a basic recommendation model. With joint training of the two models, we can effectively remove the noisy courses in user profiles. • We propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning algorithm to revise the user profiles, which enables the model to remove the noise courses without explicit annotations. • We collect a dataset, consisting of 1,302 courses, 82,535 users and 458,454 user enrolled behaviors, from Xue-tangX, one of the largest MOOCs in China, to evaluate the proposed model. Experimental results show that the proposed model significantly outperforms the stateof-the-art baselines (improving 5.02% to 18.95% in terms of HR@10).
MOOC Data
We collect the dataset from XuetangX 2 , one of the largest MOOCs platforms in China. We unify the same courses offered in different years such as "Data Structure (2017) " and "Data Structure(2018)" into one course and only select the users who enrolled at least three courses from October 1st, 2016 to March 31st, 2018. The resulting dataset consists of 1,302 courses which belonging to 23 categories, 82,535 users and 458,454 user-course pairs. We also collect the duration of each video in a course watched by a user. Before training the model, we conduct a series of analyses to investigate why we need to revise the user profiles. Then we calculate the ratio between the category number and the course number as the category ratio of a profile to represent the attentiveness of a user. A bigger category ratio indicates the user is more distractive, while a smaller category ratio indicates the user is more attentive. Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of the category ratio. From the three figures, we can see that although a large number of users enrolled a small number of courses and categories, the ratio between them is relatively evenly distributed. We further average the probabilities of recommending a real target course calculated by NAIS (He et al. 2018) for the user profiles of the same category ratio and present the probability distribution over category ratio in Figure 2 (c). We can see that the probability decreases with the increase of the category ratio. In summary, all these analyses indicate that a large number of users enrolled diverse courses, and the recommendation performance based on these diverse profiles is impacted. Thus, we have to study how to revise the user profiles. In addition, we calculate the ratio between the watch duration and the total duration of a video as the watch ratio, and use the maximal watch ratio of all the videos in a course to represent the effort taken by the user in the course. We present the effort distribution of user enrolled courses in Figure 2 (d) and the filtered effort distribution (i.e., effort larger than 0.01) in the embeded subfigure, which indicate that users take distinguished effort in different courses. The phenomenon can guide the design of the agent policy later.
Background: Recommendation Models

Problem Formulation
Let U = {u 1 , · · · , u |U | } be a set of users and C = {c 1 , · · · , c |C| } be a set of courses in the MOOCs platform.
For each user u, given her profile, i.e., the historical enrolled courses E u := (e u 1 , · · · , e u tu ) with e u t ∈ C, we are aiming at recommending the courses u would enroll at next time t u + 1. We deal with the relative time instead of the absolute time the same as (Rendle, Freudenthaler, and Schmidt-Thieme 2010) .
The Basic Recommendation Model
The key factor of recommendation is to accurately characterize a user's preference according to her profile E u . The general idea is, we represent each historical course e u t as a realvalued low dimensional embedding vector p u t , and aggregate the embeddings of all the historical courses p u 1 , . . . , p u t to represent user u's preference q u . If we also represent a target course c i as an embedding vector p i , the probability of recommending course c i to user u, i.e.,P (y = 1|E u , c i ), can be calculated as:
where y = 1 indicates that c i is recommended to user u and σ is the sigmoid function to transform the input into a probability. Then the key issue is how to obtain the aggregated embedding q u . One straightforward way is to average the embeddings of all the historical courses, i.e. q u = 1 tu ∑ tu t=1 p u t . However, equally treating all the courses' contributions may impact the representation of a user's real interest in a target course. Thus, as NAIS (He et al. 2018 ) does, we can adopt the attention mechanism to estimate an attention coefficient a u it for each historical course e u t when recommending c i . Specifically, we parameterize the attention coefficient a u it as a function with p u t and p i as inputs and then aggregate the embeddings according to their attentions:
where f can be instantiated by a multi-layer perception on the concatenation or the element-wise product of the two embeddings p u t and p i . We can also adopt NASR )-an attentive recurrent neural networks to capture the order of the historical courses. Specifically, at each time t, NASR outputs a hidden vector h u t to represent a user's preference until time t based on both the course enrolled at time t and all the previous courses before t. Then the same attention mechanism is applied on the hidden vectors of all the timestamps.
The Proposed Model
In this section, we firstly give an overview of the proposed model, then we introduce a hierarchal reinforcement learning algorithm to revise user profiles, and finally explain the training process of the entire model.
Overview
Although the basic recommendation models can estimate an attention coefficient for each historical course, the effects of the contributing courses to the target one may be 
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i v D s f i 9 E 1 J 9 8 5 h j 9 w P n 8 A P 5 i S z w = = < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " k L 1 N 2 e i X + F V + y k i T L U i e a r J 0 X 8 diluted by the irrelevant ones when users enrolled many diverse courses. To deal with this issue, we propose a model to revise the user profiles by removing the noisy courses from the history, and recommend courses based on the revised profiles. The key challenge is how to determine which historical courses are the noises without direct supervision, i.e., identify the courses that disturb the recommendation performance. Thus, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning algorithm to solve it. Specifically, we formalize the revising process of a user profile to be a hierarchical sequential decision process by an agent. Following a revising policy, a high-level and a low-level task are performed to revise the profile. After the whole profile of a user is revised, the agent gets a delayed reward from the environment, based on which it updates its policy. The environment can be viewed as the dataset and a pre-trained basic recommendation model as introduced in the previous section. After the policy is updated, the basic recommendation model is re-trained based on the profiles revised by the agent. Essentially, the profile reviser and the recommendation model are jointly trained. Figure 3 illustrates the framework of the proposed model.
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Model Training
The two models of the profile reviser and the basic recommendation model are interleaved together, and we need to train them jointly. The training process is shown in Algorithm 1, where we firstly pre-train the basic recommendation model based on the original dataset, then we fix the parameters of the basic recommendation model and pre-train the profile reviser to automatically revise the user profiles; finally, we jointly train the models together. Same as the settings of (Feng et al. 2018 (He et al. 2018 ).
Baseline Methods. The comparison methods include: BPR (Rendle et al. 2009 ): optimizes a pairwise ranking loss for the recommendation task in a Bayesian way.
MLP (He et al. 2017) : applies a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) on a pair of user and course embeddings to learn the probability of recommending the course to the user.
FM (Rendle 2012) : is a principled approach that can easily incorporate any heuristic features. But for fair comparison, we only use the embeddings of users and courses.
FISM (Kabbur, Ning, and Karypis 2013) : is an itemto-item collaborative filtering algorithm which conducts recommendation based on the average embedding of all the historical courses and the embedding of the target course.
NAIS (He et al. 2018) : is also an item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm but distinguishes the weights of different historical courses by an attention mechanism.
GRU (Hidasi et al. 2016) : is a gated recurrent unit model that receives a sequence of historical courses as input and output the last hidden vector as the representation of a user's preference.
NASR : is an improved GRU model that estimates an attention coefficient for each historical course based on the corresponding hidden vector output by GRU.
HRL+NAIS: is the proposed model that adopts NAIS as the basic recommendation model and we jointly train it with the hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) based profile reviser.
HRL+NASR: is also the proposed model but adopts NASR as the basic recommendation model. Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate all the methods in terms of the widely used metrics Hit Ratio of top K items (HR@K) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain of top K items (NDCG@K), where HR@K is a recall-based metric that measures the percentage of the ground truth instances that are successfully recommended in top-K, and NDCG@K is a precision-based metrics that accounts for the predicted position of the ground truth instance He et al. 2018; Rendle, Freudenthaler, and Schmidt-Thieme 2010) . We set K as 5 and 10 and calculate all the metrics for every 100 instances (1 positive plus 99 negatives) and report the average score of all the users.
Implementaion Details. We implement the model by Tensorflow and run the code on an Enterprise Linux Server with 40 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU cores (E5-2630 and 512G memory) and 1 NVIDIA TITAN V GPU core (12G memory). For the profile reviser, sampling time M is set as 3, the learning rate is set as 0.001/0.0005 at the pre-training and joint-training stage respectively. In the policy function, the dimensions of the hidden layer d l 2 and d h 2 are both set as 8. For the basic recommender, the dimension of the course embeddings is set to 16, the learning rate is 0.01 at both the pre-training and joint-training stage, and the size of the minibatch is 256. The delayed coefficient λ for the joint-training is 0.0005. The code is online now 3 .
Performance Analysis
Overall Prediction Performance. Table 1 shows the overall performance of all the comparison methods. The proposed model performs clearly better than the comparison baselines (improving 5.02% to 18.95% in HR@10). The user-to-item based collaborative filtering methods such as BPR, MLP and FM perform the worst among all the methods, because in our dataset, most of the users only enrolled a few courses (i.e., less than 10 courses as shown in Figure 2(a) ). Thus the embeddings for many users can not be sufficiently inferred from the sparse data. Among all the item-to-item based collaborative filtering methods, FISM and GRU perform worse than the others, as they make equal treatments on all the historical enrolled courses and thus the preference representation ability is limited. NAIS and NASR 3 https://github.com/jerryhao66/HRL distinguish the effects of different historical courses by assigning them different attention coefficients. However, the useless courses will dilute the effects of the useful courses in the history when users enrolled many diverse courses. The proposed methods, HRL+NAIS and HRL+NASR perform the best, as they forcely remove the noisy courses instead of assigning soft attention coefficients, which distinguish the useful and useless courses significantly. For the proposed methods, processing 1 episode of profile update requires 50-80 seconds and the recommender update requires 20-30 seconds. The best recommendation performance on test set is reached after about 20 episodes of recommender pre-training, 20 episodes of profile reviser pretraining and 5 episodes of joint training through the data, which totally requires 30-45 minutes of joint training.
Compared with One-level RL. We compare the proposed HRL with an one-level RL algorithm, which only uses the low-level task to directly decide to remove each course or not. The comparison results in Table 4(a) show that HRL outperforms the one-level RL. We find that for HRL, the average #Categories/#Courses of the revised profiles is 0.73 and that for the one-level RL is 0.75, which indicates that the revised profiles by the proposed HRL are more consistent (The larger the value is, the more diverse a profile is). This is because HRL uses an additional high-level task to decide to keep the consistent profiles and revise the diverse profiles. To verify whether the high-level task takes effect or not, we further check the difference between the kept profiles and the revised profiles decided by the high-level task. The average #Categories/#Courses of the kept profiles is 0.57, and that of the revised profiles is 0.69, which indicates that the high-level task tends to keep more consistent profiles while revise more diverse profiles.
Compared with Greedy Revision. We compare the proposed HRL with a greedy revision algorithm, which firstly decides to revise the whole profile E u if log P (y = 1|E u , c i ) < µ 1 , and further removes a e u t ∈ E u if its cosine similarity with c i is less than µ 2 . In Figure 4 (b), we tune µ 1 from -2.5 to 0 with interval 0.5, and tune µ 2 from -0.1 to 0.1 with interval 0.04, and obtain the best HR@10 as 77.44% when µ 1 =-1 and µ 2 =0.1, which is 2.27% less than HRL+NAIS. Note the best performance is obtained when the number of the remaining courses is almost the same as Compared with Attentions Coefficients. We present several cases of the revised profiles by the proposed HRL+NAIS and show three cases and the corresponding learned attention coefficients by NAIS in Table 2 . The cases present that HRL+NAIS can definitely remove the noisy courses in the profile that are totally irrelevant to the target course. In contrary, although NAIS assigns high attentions to the contributing historical courses, the attentions of some other irrelevant courses are not significantly different, or even higher than the relevant ones, thus the effects of the real contributing courses are discounted after aggregating all the historical courses by their attentions. As a result, the performance of the recommendation model based on the discriminative revised profiles is improved.
Related Work
Collaborative filtering (CF) is widely used to do recommendation. User-to-item based CF, such as matrix factorization (Koren, Bell, and Volinsky 2009) , bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) (Rendle et al. 2009 ) and factorization machine (FM) (Rendle 2012) performs recommendation based on both the user and item embeddings. These shallow models are further extended to deep neural network models (He et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2017; Zhang, Du, and Wang 2016) . The user-to-item CF suffers from the sparsity of users' profiles. On the contrary, the item-to-item CF does not need to estimate user embeddings, and is heavily adopted in industrial applications (Davidson et al. 2010; Smith and Linden 2017) . Early item-to-item based CF uses heuristic metrics such as Pearson coefficient or cosine similarity to estimate item similarities (Sarwar et al. 2001 ), followed by a machine learning method which calculates the item similarity as the dot product of item embeddings (Kabbur, Ning, and Karypis 2013). Sequential based models such as RNN (Tan, Xu, and Liu 2016) and GRU (Hidasi et al. 2016 ) are proposed to capture the temporal factor. Then the attention-based models such as NAIS (He et al. 2018) and NASR are further proposed to distinguish the effects of different items. Several researches are conducted on MOOCs platforms, such as learning behavior analysis (Anderson et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2016; Qi et al. 2018 ) and course recommendation (Jing and Tang 2017) . They focus on extracting features from multi-mode data sources besides the enrolled behaviors of users, thus it is unfair to compare with their methods.
Recently, some researchers attempt to adopt the reinforce-ment learning algorithm to solve many kinds of problems, such as relation classification (Feng et al. 2018 ), text classification (Zhang, Huang, and Zhao 2018) , information extraction (Narasimhan, Yala, and Barzilay 2016) , question answering (Wang et al. 2018b ) and treatment recommendation (Wang et al. 2018a) . Inspired by these successful attempts, we propose a hierarchal reinforcement learning algorithm to conduct course recommendation. Hierarchical reinforcement learning aims at decomposing complex tasks into multiple small tasks to reduce the complexity of decision making (Barto and Mahadevan 2003) , where different HRLs such as option-based HRL that formulates the abstract knowledge and action as options (Sutton, Precup, and Singh 1999) and the hierarchical abstract machines (HAMs) that decomposes high-level activities into low-level activities (Sutton, Precup, and Singh 1999) are proposed. We formalize our problem by the theory of HAMs.
Conclusion
We present the first attempt to solve the problem of course recommendation in MOOCs platform by a hierarchical reinforcement learning model. The model jointly trains a profile reviser and a basic recommendation model, which enables the recommendation model being trained on user profiles revised by the profile reviser. With the designed two-level tasks, the agent in the hierarchical reinforcement learning model can effectively remove the noisy courses and reserve the real contributing courses to the target course. We will try the proposed model in other domains. For example, people usually watch diverse movies, read diverse books and purchase diverse products. In those scenarios, we can imagine the need for selecting the most contributing historical items from users' diverse profiles, which poses the same challenges with the recommendations in MOOCs. In the future, we will also explore how to connect the courses in MOOCs to the external entities or knowledge such as the academic papers and researchers (Tang et al. 2008) to enable more accurate course recommendation in MOOCs.
